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you of, near Merian. We've just passed it. But then railways
were booming. Now they're dying I want to be shut of them.
On a pack mule. * . . Pack mules will never die.
. . . Hurry. . . . Hurry. . . . Hurry. . . . You're for-
getting your grip.
... I want to be quite plain. I'd rather be where there's
success and happy people than in a place in decay. I hate the
quality of Toulon's success. ... I mean Pennsylvania's,
but I prefer it to crumbling trains. And according to her
statisticians Pennsylvania . . . There is Esherick at the
end of the platform. . . . What did you do with the
etching of Dreiser that he gave me? We mustn't lose that.
. . . HullOj Esherick, you look blooming. . . . What I
was saying is that according to her own statistics Pennsyl-
vania is the district that has felt the Crisis less than any
other place in the world. . . . Except, of course, Toulon.
§
A dim studio in which blocks of rare woods, carver's tools,
medieval-looking carving gadgets, looms, printing presses,
rise up like ghosts in the twilight while the slow fire dies in
the brands. . . . Such a studio built by the craftsman's
own hands out of chunks of rock and great balks of timber,
sinking back into the quiet woods on a quiet crag with,
below its long windows, quiet fields parcelled out by the
string-courses of hedges and running to a quietly rising
horizon . . . such a quiet spot is the best place to think in.
And let Esherick be moving noiselessly about in the
shadows, with a plane and a piece of boxwood^ or swinging
backwards the lever of his press, printing off his engravings.
Or pouring a hundred times heavy oil and emery powder
on one of the tables he has designed, and rubbing it off with
cloths to get the polish exactly true, and bending down again
and again to get the sheen of the light along the polished
wood . . . those are the conditions you need for thought.
Because they present to your mind neither success nor failure,
but conditions coeval with the standing rocks and the life
of man. There have always been craftsmen and the crafts*
men have always been the best men of their time, because a

